Abstract-This paper presents a modeling and' analysis method for the motion planning and control of mobile robot systems in a hybrid fashion. Robotic systems obtain environmental information from perceptive sensors and respond: to the perceptions to execute the task through decision and control process. The hybrid perceptive model of the robotic system has one contjnuous and two discrete layers, and it also has continuous and discrete perceptive references. The. discrete layeh enable the robot system t,o.plan and modify original path through snitching. Stability, can he guaranteed in. switching. The hybrid perceptive references can not he stopped by blocking the conbinnous;reference, including obstkrles. The model is verified by experiments.
The intelligenceof robotic systems, in order to deal with, a n unplanned envirdnment, lias been attracting increasing interest. As autonomous systems, the, robots process perceptions, the euvironniental inform$tion obtained from .onboard sensors, and responds to thhperception by changing the original path planning and control schemes. A perceptive frame can be built for robotic systems modeling and analysis. The perceptive frimework~ introduces a concept of a perceptive. reference s, .a parameter that is directly relevant to-measured sensory outputs and the task. .Instead of time, the control input is parameterized by the uew~reference, which is a function of the:real time measurement. The planner generates the desired values of the"system, according to the on-line computed reference s. The perceptive frame -has been applied to.the path planning and'controlfor a single manipulator and mult.iple manipulators coordination with a continuous perceptive reference [11. A perceptive scheme was developed for integration-of taskxheduling, action planning and control of robotic manufacturing systems in [Z] . The perceptive approach guarantks the stability .of the robot 'system in the presence of unexpected events. However, unexpected events become serious problem, as they can block the evolution of the reference, for example, an obstacle. When the reference is blocked by an unexpected obstacle, the robot will stop until the blocked reference is released and then resume evolution. This may affect the performance of real-time system. Thus, it is crucial for the reference to keep evolving. A hybrid perceptive model is considered to solve the break in evolution of a single reference.
Formal language and automaton are an efficient a p proach to model discrete systems. Having continuous variables, an automaton becomes a hybrid automaton. . Linguistic control is proposed to deal with discrete variables of hybrid systenls and applied to the motion planning and control of mobile robots.
-Brockett proposed a motion description language for kinetic state machines, which are^ the continuous analog of finite^ automata [6] . Based on this model, hlanikonda at al. [S] defined atoms in the language alphabet that describes motion behaviors. The functions of the language .are improved to deal with multiple interruptions. In Egerstedt's research, a complexity problem of a multiple. obstacle avoidance is analyzed by using motion description language of Brockett's hybrid model 171. However, both the continuous part and the discrete part of the system use time as the reference.
By nature of robotic systems, t.he motion planning and control of the mobile robot system can be modeled and analyzed in perceptive frame. In this paper, using a hybrid automaton, the hybrid perceptive references enable both the continuous part and the discrete part of the system to deal with unexpected events. The discrete part of the system governs the system based on perceptive information such that the system can keep the perceptive reference evolving through modification of the original path plans. The discrete part and the continuous part are integrated by the hybrid perceptive motion reference.
Hybrid Perceptive Referenced Model 1
A hybrid automata based model, as shown in Figure 1 , is developed for robot system to process both continuous and discrete information. The system model is composed of two parts, a hierarchical command execution block and a hybrid perceptive reference block. The units of the model can be described as hybrid automata and hybrid languages. where Ai, i = 1,2, ... nl are action primitives.
A task set is a set of all t.he task primitives for a robot system, each of which may include a few actions. The task set can be notated as T = {T1,T2 ... A hybrid language is generated from a n original alphabet consisting of discrete atoms? and numbers N E E". The alphabet of the hybrid language is an extended alphabet of a formal language. A hybrid language is defined as the set of all the st,rings over the extended alphabet C H . a string is concatenation-of the elements lying in the product set of the original alphabet and the Euclidean spaces. A hybrid language derived horn the extended alphabet E H is denoted L H . A word in a hybrid language LF can be "T1(z,y)" meaning "going to the point(x,y)". The alphabet gives the qualitative description, the numeric part is the quantization of the linguistic expressions. Perceptive automaton can be defined as a tuple
where Q is the set of the discrete states of the automaton and C is the discrete control input set. CR is the discrete perceptive reference set. Qo is a set of starting states and b is the evolutions of states. 7 is the output function. 0 is output, it can be a vector.
The following properties describe the state transitions and the output action trigged by the control command input and the reference inputs.
where Perceptive, hybrid and hierarchical automat,a represent three basic prototypes of automata in the hybrid system framework.
B. Hierarchical Task Execution Architecture
As shown in Figure 1 , The task execution includes three parts: task scheduler, action planner and motion planner. which can be modeled using automata. Tlie function of the planner is to generate a sequence of actions according to the task input from the, task level. According to the discussion above, the action planner is modeled as a hybrid perceptive aut.omaton which can be described as a tuple, Af,tCtpian = .
(Q, C , H , C~A , X , 6 r Q~, i , 0~c t~i a n ) . . .
The output O A~~P I~~
is in the language L,". The continuous variables in set X carried out by hybrid language inputs give the automaton continuous evolutions : and can also be used t,o gei1erat.e t.he outputs in the hybrid
The transition function and the output functions of the Action Planuer a r e a s follows -.
q A d P l o n j~= 6 ( Q A e t P i a n i i u j ) , ' J j E E," '
The 'task-inputs.cause the state transition of the au-. ' tomaton. The perceptive reference input triggers the. output, The output can be a vector comprising-of several commands.
The motion planner in Fig. 1 can generate a continuous trajectory for the desired motion, based on the actions from' the, action planner. The motion planner is a hybrid. automaton triggered by the percep tive reference. We describe it as a tuple: A!fq,,tp[an = (Q,C,",s,X,6,Qd,n,Onr,tp~,n) The output is parameterized by reference s. Another input of the automaton is in hybrid language LT from the alphabet E,". The discrete part of the input U in L z make the-automaton switch.
to.the appropriate node. Each node of the automaton is a dynamic system (or a controller) which can :issue the planned continuous trajectory. ~a c t p l a n k = 11(qActPlaniruS)iOk E C L -. .
. Therefore, it can be formulated as: ~~ QAlo;Planj.= 6 ( 4 8 4 o i P l o n i , U j ) , U j E E A .
(10) OMotPlank = q ( q n j o t P l a n i , S )
. ~ ~ It can be seen that the state transition and output .are 
C. Reference Generation
The system has configuration sensors and environmental sensors. The environmental sensory measurements are used by the higher levels for discrete perceptive reference generation, and the motion reference can be issued based on the configuration sensor measurements. Reference generation can be described as autohata. Task level reference can trigger the next task based on the environmental sensor measurements or unexpected events.
Action level reference is an automaton, which has a hierarchical embedded structure consisting of the upper automaton and the embedded automata that are nodes of the upper automat.on(in Fig.2 ). This automaton receives the inputs from the task level reference automaton and the environmental sensors.
~~
The upper automaton and the embedded .automata respond to the task inputs and sensor inputs respectively.
The upper automaton has an architecture as shown in Figure 2 . Each task input can change the states of the automaton wh&h. can be described as:
where Ti i s~a word defined in the task set T . In this case, each node of the upper automaton is an automaton embedded in the node. These embedded automata may be different in state transitions and output generations. Figure 2 shows the architecture of an embedded automata.
The states and the outputs can be changed based on environmental sensor measurements, i.e. Environmental Conditiom(EnvCon), as shown in Figure 2 .
The properties of such an embedded automaton can be described as:
Where ok, a word in L, is the output to the motion reference automaton and the task scheduler, which resets . the motion reference and triggers the next action.
Hybrid Perceptive Control for Mobile Manipulation
and Tele-Operation A typical task is to pick up an object and transport it t o a desired destination with a mobile manipulator. In the route of transporting the object, an unexpected obstacle occurs. In order to complete the task, the mobile manipulator will execute an obstacle avoidance task. The mobile manipulator will then resume its original task and reach the destination.
To build the hybrid languages from task set and action set, some continuous variables can be involved to the atoms. In the extended task set, the Tl(ml,nl)(mZ,nZ) denotes "transporting an object from point(m1,nl) to point(m2,n2)." T2(m, n, lo) denotes "to avoid an obstacle at(m, n) at the distance lo." In the extended action set, Al(m,n,l) denotes "following a straight line with directional cosine (m,n) and length 1." AZ(m,n,r) denotes "go through an arc centered at (m, n) with length r." A3 and A4 denote "close the gripper" and "open the gripper", respectively.
A. Task Execution in Mobile Manipulation
Task Scheduler: The output of the task scheduler is Tl(ml,nl)(mZ,n2) until the obstacle has been d e tected. Action Planner: Based on Tl(rn1, nl)(m2, n2), the transition and the outputs are qapl = (qo,T1) and O A P~ = q(qAp1,reset) = Al. When the planner has the reference input A1 meaning that the A1 action is finished, the output action triggered by A1 is a vector O A P 1 = 
B. Task Execution in Tele-Operation
In the Internet based tele-operation, the tele-operator sends the operation command. The commands can be in position or velocity. Therefore, the proposed hybrid system control approach can be implemented from the action level. The position command sent to the Puma controller is in the hybrid language word Al(rn,n,l) E L z . Then the motion planner can generate the perceptive trajectory for the Puma arm, the arm can remotely execute the position or velocity commands during tele-operation by the proposed hybrid perceptive approach.
C. Unexpected Event Processing
In Mobile Manipulation, after an unexpected event that blocks the continuous event evolution is detected, the task ~ 2927 reference generates the blocking event with the obstacle info T2(m,,nO,1,), the output of the task scheduler is T2(rn,,nO,1,). It causes a discrete switch over discrete variables, an obstacle avoidance on the task execution to switch and resume the evolution of the continuow perceptive reference. When the effect of the unexpected event is removed, the robot will resume the previous task to reach the destination. The perceptive reference is never blocked.
The transition function and the output function are PAP2 = ~( Q A P I , T~(~, ,~, ) ) and OAPZ = v ( q~~z , r e 4 = A2(ma2, na2, raz), respectively.
The motion planner receives the action A2(ma2,n,z,r,z) from the action planner and generate the trajectory.
The state transition on the upper automaton is due to the unexpected event and it will returns to the previous state after processing the unexpected event.
In real time teleoperation, the time delay of the communication between the operator and controller will significantly affect the control performance. The delayed command is thought of as an unexpected event on action level, that can prevent the discrete reference from evolving.
The routing for the unexpected event is to switch to another action which decelerates the motion to make the trajectory smooth until the next control command is received then switch back to the previous state and the path plan is modified. The reference evolves.
N. Analysis on Switching System
During switching between the subspaces of the tasks, i.e., the low level controllers switch, the switched system is stable if the attractive region is exponentially stable. The values of the vector in each subspace represent the parameter disturbance of the low level controllers. Where I, is a diagonal matrix with order p . Therefore, for each task, we have a multidimensional vector space. For several independent tasks, the combined task space can be generated and, each task is defined in a subspace. For example, the T, is a task in p dimensional space. The dimension of the subspace depends on the specific task. 
O]T
Where Dj is a diagonal matrix with order q. The transform would result in mapping the task from a task subspace into an action subspace. The machine T-> A, therefore, can be described as a linear mapping. The switch between the task level inputs is equivalent t,o the switch of the linear mappings. Given a different task level input, there exist a linear mapping to generate the vectors in Action Space.
B. Perceptive Reference
The hybrid system model in Figure 1 
C. switching conditions for low level controllers
For the system dx/ds = f(x), we say that V ( s ) is a candidate Lyapunov function if V ( s ) is a continuous positive definite function ( about the origin) with continuow partial derivatives. Not,e this assumes V ( 0 ) = 0.
Considering switched hybrid systems, the systems operate in a hybrid metric space. The stability property of such systems could be described in the hybrid state space of the -perceptive frame. Therefore, multiple Lyapunov >function can be used to discuss the stability issue.
Given a dynamical system in the perceptive frame, if there exist ~Lyapunov functions V I ( s h ) , & ( s h )
... with, hybrid perceptive references, corresponding to the hybrid perceptive reference trajectory and different segments of executions, for a given strictly increasing sequence of STWSAR, (discrete reference values), denoted by I =
S T R~S A R~
in the perceptive reference, we say that V is. vx %a,(ll 5 11) 5 Vg(x) 5 Pg(ll x 11) (17)
for switching from g to r.
D. continuity of input-output mapping
For the tasks, which have the same discrete task but different continuous variables, i.e., two task controls in the same task subspace, if the continuous parts approximate sufficiently, then the states of the system are sufficiently close to each other. That means, for a given task subspace T,, the mapping L is referred to as a continuous mapping, if there always exists a e, for given 6 such that < e, when 11 AT I\< 6. The intuitive meaning is that both the task and the action will evolve continuously. The norm 11 AA 11 is referred to as the sum of all the action offset. Le., 11 AA (I= C 1) AA, 11. In this case, the input and output of the task controller in the linear space T and A are continuous dependent.
E. stability conditions for switched systems
The switch between the task subspace with different dimension is stable under certain conditions of Lyapunov functions. The continuous variable of the task input do not spoil stability, if for a given value, the system is stable.
Claim: If the input and the output of the task controllers in linear space are continuous dependent, and the vector fields corresponding to the switching task T 1 and T2 in RI and R2 are exponentially stable. Then given any continous part T 1 and T2, the switching will be stable.
V. Experimental Implementation and Results
The proposed perceptive contro! model has been tested using a hlobile hlanipulator-Phantom Joystick teleoperation System consisting of a Nomadic XR4000 mobile robot, a puma560 robot arm mounted on the mobile robot and a phantom joystick controller. There are two PCs on the mobile platform for the control of the mobile robot and the Puma, respectively. Another PC is driving the Phantom joystick and communicate with the Puma controller through the Internet.
The first task is picking up an object followed by transporting it to a destination autonomously, i.e., without teleoperation. An unexpected obstacle blocks the mobile robot and prevents the continuous reference from evolving while the robot is executing the transporting task. The experimental results show that the proposed model is able to keep the perceptive reference evolving. Figure 3a shows the trajectory of the experiment result.
The movement started from P O and went straight to point PI, and picked up an object at this point. During the object transportation phase to P4, it modified the designed trajectory and avoided the obstacle at P2, From there, it went through a segment of an arc with a length of ?i and from point P 3 resumed the previously designed trajectory, From Figure 3b , it can be seen that the hybrid perceptive reference always evolves, The stagnation of the hybrid perceptive reference can be avoided by a discrete transition at P2. control signal is continuonsly evolving, i.e., the proposed hybrid reference can not be blocked at the occurrence of the unexpected events that may block the evolution of the single perceptive reference.
VI. Conclusion
A hybrid system framework for perceptive robotic plan and control systems has been proposed. The proposed 
